(7-7) Pattern of OPPOSITION.
This 7-7 pattern of opposition is 2 planets 180º apart from one another.
Astrologically speaking, it can be harmonious or equally turbulent (which we will
elaborate on-on pages 154-157), if within your sun, moon and rising sign; two of
the three signs are:
Aries | Libra
Taurus | Scorpio
Gemini | Sag
Cancer | Capricorn
Leo | Aquarius
Virgo | Pisces
Libra | Aries
Scorpio | Taurus
Sag | Gemini
Capricorn | Cancer
Aquarius | Leo
Pisces | Virgo

…but since you have a sun, moon and rising sign, a third astrological
sign is going to have to fit into this equation. The following compatible third
sign “unblocks”[the possible] disharmony of this vibration:
Aries | Lib
Tau | Scorp
Gem | Sag
Canc | Capr
Leo | Aqu
Virg | Pisc
Lib | Aries
Scorp | Tau
Sag | Gem
Capr | Canc
Aqu | Leo
Pisc | Virgo

3rd sign: LEO, SAG, GEMINI or AQUARIUS
3rd sign: CAP, VIRGO, CANCER or PISC
3rd sign: AQUARIUS, LIBRA, LEO or ARIES
3rd sign: PISCES, SCORPIO, TAU or VIRGO
3rd sign: SAG, ARIES, GEMINI or LIBRA
3rd sign: TAU, CAP, CANCER or SCORPIO
3rd sign: GEMINI, AQU, SAG or LEO
3rd sign: CANCER, PISCES, VIRGO or CAP
3rd sign: LEO, ARIES, AQUARIUS or LIBRA
3 rd sign: TAU, VIRGO, PISCES or SCORPIO
3rd sign: GEM, LIBRA, ARIES or SAG
3 rd sign: CANCER, SCORPIO, TAURUS, CAP

Listed are the third signs that are disharmonious in this 7-7 vibration:
Aries | Lib 3rd sign: CANCER
or CAPRICORN
or AQUARIUS
Tau | Scorp
3rd sign: LEO
Gem | Sag
3rd sign: VIRGO
or PISCES
Canc | Capr 3rd sign: LIBRA
or ARIES
Leo | Aqu
3rd sign: SCORPIO or TAURUS
Virg | Pisc
3rd sign: SAG
or GEMINI
Lib | Ari
3rd sign: CANCER or CAPRICORN
Scorp | Tau 3rd sign: LEO
or AQUARIUS
Sag | Gem
3rd sign: VIRGO
or PISCES
Capr | Canc 3rd sign: LIBRA
or ARIES
Aqu | Leo
3rd sign: SCORPIO or
TAURUS
Pisc | Virgo
3rd sign: SAG
or
GEMINI

Sneaking a quick peek (near midways from the top of page 185/the 2nd
chart) would help you clearly see why there’s possible friction in this vibration.
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In order for us to experience growth, we have to experience opposition.
We cannot go through life gliding by without being faced with it (an
obstacle, or two, or three)-that is how we evolve. Opposition is a life lesson that
tests our strength, our mental, emotional, and spiritual endurance and makes us
aware of our weaknesses as well as our strengths.
OUR SAMENESS:
1-1 Pattern of Awareness: Conjunction. It shows us our “sameness”the identical astrological sign-0º apart (see page 140).
THE IN-BETWEEN:
2-12-growth (see page 142).
3-11-flow (see page 145).
4-10-tension (see page 147).
5-9-opportunity (see page 149).
6-8-confusion (see page 151).
...are all patterns of awareness in between sameness and difference.
OUR DIFFERENCES:
7-7 Pattern of Awareness: Opposition. It shows us our differences-the
opposite astrological sign that is 180º apart (see page 153).
It’s not so much our sameness and likenesses that makes us aware, but
rather our differences-what opposes us. The operative word here is
“opposition.” That which opposes us will bring about awareness.
In astrology, the sign in the constellation that is 180º opposite yours is
what opposes you-what you are in essence. That is why it is important to know
where the two signs opposing one another are alike, and where they are
different, because they make up “you” (concentrated and diluted).
Example:
diluted (180% you)
concentrated (180% you)
CANCER <————sun—————> CAPRICORN..........(is opposite Cancer)
TAURUS <———moon—————> SCORPIO...................(is opposite Taurus)
VIRGO<————rising—————> PISCES........................(is opposite Virgo)

SIX DEGREES OF SEPARATION:
Six Degrees of Separation is the idea that (on average) every person is
approximately six steps away from any other person on Earth, like that of a
“friend of a friend;” connecting two people in six steps (or less).
Well, this next section, I will be talking about astrological opposition. It
can be compared to the theory of the Six Degrees of Separation concept
(somewhat) because that “astrological opposition” is the zodiac sign that is
exactly six zodiac signs apart from one another [like, see example above]. And
like with Six Degrees of Separation’s theory; you are about to see your
connection with the sign that is opposite and six signs apart from yours:
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Aries
+
Libra
Aries, the (1st sign of the zodiac), is concerned with all things having to
do with self-selfishly. Astrologically, he is placed 1st and naturally believes that all
things belong to him and are for him-only. His motto is “I am,” whereas Libra (the
7th sign of the zodiac), rather than being concerned with self; is concerned with
all things having to do with balance and equality within all relationships and
partnerships, concern for relationship, building bridges-and filling in the gaps of
them. His motto is “I seek.”
If you take a quick peek at the Table of Content’s chapters: 7-Element, 8Plight, 9-Energy, 10-Quality, and 11-Disposition; you see ways in which Aries and
Libra identify. Whereas if you look further down at chapter 12 the Instinct chapter,
you will see how Aries and Libra are opposed/opposite.
So if Aries and Libra are your sun and moon sign, or your moon and rising
sign, or your rising and sun sign; a third sign is going to have to fit into this
equation (sun+moon+rising sign). In considering astrological aspects (the degrees
of closeness or distance between constellations-as explained on pages 137-153),
you will find that the best (self) compatibility match (with having an Aries and a
Libra sun and moon sign, or your moon and rising sign, or your rising and sun
sign); is either another Aries or another Libra (see Pattern of Conjunction 1-1/page
140). With this addition, like a teeter-totter; that 3rd sign (another Aries or another
Libra) further adds to this 7-7 Pattern of Opposition even more so.
So what does that mean?
Opposing signs like Aries and Libra can do very well together or not so
well together, but think of that 3rd sign (another Aries or another Libra) as that
rock beneath a wooden teeter-totter further adding to harmony or disharmony.
Note: if you have Aries and a Libra sun and moon sign, or as moon and
rising sign, or as rising and sun sign, and your third sign is any other sign than
another Aries or Libra, view Patterns: 2-12, 3-11, 4-10, 5-9, and 6-8 to see why or
why not your Aries + Libra + (that 3rd sign) may or may not be harmonious in this
sun sign+moon sign+rising sign vibration.
The same goes for:
Taurus
+
Scorpio
nd
Taurus, the (2 sign of the zodiac), is possessive and concerned with all
the resources for himself (tight-fistedly). He is not about to give away or share his
resources. His motto is “I have,” whereas Scorpio (the 8th sign of the zodiac),
believes in shared and joint resources from others-yes-but also with others. His
motto is “I desire” (to have).
If you take a quick peek at the Table of Content’s chapters: 7-Element, 8Plight, 9-Energy, 10-Quality, and 11-Disposition; you see ways in which Taurus
and Scorpio identify. Whereas if you look further down at chapter 12 the Instinct
chapter, you will see how Taurus and Scorpio are opposed/opposite.
So if Taurus and Scorpio are your sun and moon sign, or your moon and
rising sign, or your rising and sun sign; a third sign is going to have to fit into this
equation (sun+moon+rising sign). In considering astrological aspects (the degrees
of closeness or distance between constellations-as explained on pages 137-153),
you will find that the best (self) compatibility match (with having Taurus and a
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Scorpio sun and moon sign, or your moon and rising sign, or your rising and sun
sign); is either another Taurus or another Scorpio (see Pattern of Conjunction 1-1/
page 140). With this addition, like a teeter-totter; that 3rd sign (another Taurus or
another Scorpio) further adds to this 7-7 Pattern of Opposition even more so.
So what does that mean?
Opposing signs like Taurus and Scorpio can do very well together or not
so well together, but think of that 3rd sign (another Taurus or another Scorpio) as
that rock beneath a wooden teeter-totter further adding to harmony or disharmony.
Note: if you have Taurus and a Scorpio sun and moon sign, or as moon
and rising sign, or as rising and sun sign, and your third sign is any other sign than
another Taurus or Scorpio, view Patterns: 2-12, 3-11, 4-10, 5-9, and 6-8 to see
why or why not your Taurus + Scorpio + (that 3rd sign) may or may not be
harmonious in this sun sign+moon sign+rising sign vibration.
The same goes for:
Gemini
+
Sagittarius
Gemini, (the 3rd sign of the zodiac) is mentally active, but these
philosophical and intellectual journeys are usually short, and quick and all over the
place, as is their element-air: restless. Gemini’s motto is “I think,” (in short terms/
trips) whereas Sagittarius (the 9th sign of the zodiac) is “I see.” Also
philosophical, Sagittarius’ wanderlust makes them more physically active
therefore, his journeys are longer. He is not so mentally restless as his opposite
(Gemini).
If you take a quick peek at the Table of Content’s chapters: 7-Element, 8Plight, 9-Energy, 10-Quality, and 11-Disposition; you see ways in which Gemini
and Sagittarius identify. Whereas if you look further down at chapter 12 the
Instinct chapter, you will see how Gemini and Sagittarius are opposed/opposite.
So if Gemini and Sagittarius are your sun and moon sign, or your moon
and rising sign, or your rising and sun sign; a third sign is going to have to fit into
this equation (sun+moon+rising sign). In considering astrological aspects (the
degrees of closeness or distance between constellations-as explained on pages
137-153), you will find that the best (self) compatibility match (with having
Gemini and a Sagittarius sun and moon sign, or your moon and rising sign, or your
rising and sun sign); is either another Gemini or another Sagittarius (see Pattern of
Conjunction 1-1/page 140). With this addition, like a teeter-totter; that 3rd sign
(another Gemini or another Sagittarius) further adds to this 7-7 Pattern of
Opposition even more so.
So what does that mean?
Opposing signs like Gemini and Sagittarius can do very well together or
not so well together, but think of that 3rd sign (another Gemini or another
Sagittarius) as that rock beneath a wooden teeter-totter further adding to harmony
or disharmony.
Note: if you have Gemini and a Sagittarius sun and moon sign, or as moon
and rising sign, or as rising and sun sign, and your third sign is any other sign than
another Gemini or Sagittarius, view Patterns: 2-12, 3-11, 4-10, 5-9, and 6-8 to see
why or why not your Gemini + Sagittarius + (that 3rd sign) may or may not be
harmonious in this sun sign+moon sign+rising sign vibration. The same goes for:
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Cancer
+
Capricorn
Cancer (the “mother of” and 4th sign of the zodiac)’ s concern is for
security and stability. Most all of what they do, see, think, obtain, live, breathe and
are, is gathered through intuition and by way of emotion-for their motto is “I feel,”
whereas Capricorn (the “father of” and the 10th sign of the zodiac)’s concern is
reputation, money and career: money first, family second. Cancer (his opposite)
sees it in the opposite order. The Capricorn way to achieving all the material things
is by way of social climbing which hence their motto: “I use.”
If you take a quick peek at the Table of Content’s chapters: 7-Element, 8Plight, 9-Energy, 10-Quality, and 11-Disposition; you see ways in which Cancer
and Capricorn identify. Whereas if you look further down at chapter 12 the
Instinct chapter, you will see how Cancer and Capricorn are opposed/opposite.
So if Cancer and Capricorn are your sun and moon sign, or your moon
and rising sign, or your rising and sun sign; a third sign is going to have to fit into
this equation (sun+moon+rising sign). In considering astrological aspects (the
degrees of closeness or distance between constellations-as explained on pages
137-153), you will find that the best (self) compatibility match (with having
Cancer and a Capricorn sun and moon sign, or your moon and rising sign, or your
rising and sun sign); is either another Cancer or another Capricorn (see Pattern of
Conjunction 1-1/page 140). With this addition, like a teeter-totter; that 3rd sign
(another Cancer or another Capricorn) further adds to this 7-7 Pattern of
Opposition even more so.
So what does that mean?
Opposing signs like Cancer and Capricorn can do very well together or
not so well together, but think of that 3rd sign (another Cancer or another
Capricorn) as that rock beneath a wooden teeter-totter further adding to harmony
or disharmony.
Note: if you have Cancer and a Capricorn sun and moon sign, or as moon
and rising sign, or as rising and sun sign, and your third sign is any other sign than
another Cancer or Capricorn, view Patterns: 2-12, 3-11, 4-10, 5-9, and 6-8 to see
why or why not your Cancer + Capricorn + (that 3rd sign) may or may not be
harmonious in this sun sign+moon sign+rising sign vibration.
The same goes for:
Leo
+
Aquarius
Leo (the 5th sign of the zodiac) is whose motto is: “I will,” is selfpromoting and concerned with all things having to do with self-opinion, and his
own interests-first-before the interests of others and groups, whereas, Aquarius
(the 11th sign of the zodiac whose motto is: “I know”) is concerned with group
association and interests directed toward mankind and humanity first-before his
own.
If you take a quick peek at the Table of Content’s chapters: 7-Element, 8Plight, 9-Energy, 10-Quality, and 11-Disposition; you see ways in which Leo and
Aquarius identify. Whereas if you look further down at chapter 12 the Instinct
chapter, you will see how Leo and Aquarius are opposed/opposite.
So if Leo and Aquarius are your sun and moon sign, or your moon and
rising sign, or your rising and sun sign; a third sign is going to have to fit into this
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equation (sun+moon+rising sign). In considering astrological aspects (the degrees
of closeness or distance between constellations-as explained on pages 137-153),
you will find that the best (self) compatibility match (with having Leo and a
Aquarius sun and moon sign, or your moon and rising sign, or your rising and sun
sign); is either another Leo or another Aquarius (see Pattern of Conjunction 1-1/
page 140). With this addition, like a teeter-totter; that 3rd sign (another Leo or
another Aquarius) further adds to this 7-7 Pattern of Opposition even more so.
So what does that mean?
Opposing signs like Leo and Aquarius can do very well together or not so
well together, but think of that 3rd sign (another Leo or another Aquarius) as that
rock beneath a wooden teeter-totter further adding to harmony or disharmony.
Note: if you have Leo and a Aquarius sun and moon sign, or as moon and
rising sign, or as rising and sun sign, and your third sign is any other sign than
another Leo or Aquarius, view Patterns: 2-12, 3-11, 4-10, 5-9, and 6-8 to see why
or why not your Leo + Aquarius + (that 3rd sign) may or may not be harmonious
in this sun sign+moon sign+rising sign vibration.
The same goes for:
Virgo
+
Pisces
Virgo (the 6th sign of the zodiac, whose motto is: “I analyze”) is analytical
and practical before validating anything, and has a objective and realistic view of
life. He is at a place in the house where there’s the need to be of service to others
and seeks to analyze and explore positive/negative experiences to make sense of
either, whereas Pisces (the 12th sign of the zodiac, whose motto is: “I believe”)
validates subjectively-by way of what they feel and believe. In comparison his to
Virgo opposite; Pisces has a subjective view of life, as it is through Pisces’
emotion and intuition that he/she process what Virgo analyzes.
If you take a quick peek at the Table of Content’s chapters: 7-Element, 8Plight, 9-Energy, 10-Quality, and 11-Disposition; you see ways in which Virgo and
Pisces identify. Whereas if you look further down at chapter 12 the Instinct
chapter, you will see how Virgo and Pisces are opposed/opposite.
So if Virgo and Pisces are your sun and moon sign, or your moon and
rising sign, or your rising and sun sign; a third sign is going to have to fit into this
equation (sun+moon+rising sign). In considering astrological aspects (the degrees
of closeness or distance between constellations-as explained on pages 137-153),
you will find that the best (self) compatibility match (with having Virgo and a
Pisces sun and moon sign, or your moon and rising sign, or your rising and sun
sign); is either another Virgo or another Pisces (see Pattern of Conjunction 1-1/
page 140). With this addition, like a teeter-totter; that 3rd sign (another Virgo or
another Pisces) further adds to this 7-7 Pattern of Opposition even more so.
So what does that mean?
Opposing signs like Virgo and Pisces can do very well together or not so
well together, but think of that 3rd sign (another Virgo or another Pisces) as that
rock beneath a wooden teeter-totter further adding to harmony or disharmony.
Note: if you have Virgo and a Pisces sun and moon sign, or as moon and
rising sign, or as rising and sun sign, and your third sign is any other sign than
another Virgo or Pisces, view Patterns: 2-12, 3-11, 4-10, 5-9, and 6-8 to see why
or why not your Virgo + Pisces + (that 3rd sign) may or may not be harmonious
in this sun sign+moon sign+rising sign vibration.
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